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Abstract
A description of the thread holding together commutative algebra, homological algebra and
representation theory. A discussion of some of the developments in the area of determinantal
ideals, Schur and Weyl modules, and their interrelationships. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the next ve weeks there are going to be two conferences here in Genoa: one
on commutative algebra, and one on representation theory (Schur and Weyl modules).
More specically, the titles of these conferences are, Commutative Algebra, Homo-
logical Algebra and Representation Theory. A paper that best exemplies the thread
that holds these conferences together is the wonderful article by Hilbert [20] on the
general theory of algebraic forms. Since I love to talk about that paper, I will explain
very briey why I say that it provides this common thread.
Hilbert was concerned with the fundamental problems of invariant theory: given a
linear group, G, acting on the ring of polynomials, S=K[X1; : : : ; XN ], we let SG be the
subring of invariants. Is SG nitely generated as an algebra over the eld, K , and if so,
what are its generators? Assuming it is nitely generated, i.e., that SG=K[Y1; : : : ; YN 0 ]=I ,
is it the case that I is nitely generated as an ideal in K[Y1; : : : ; YN 0 ]? (The ideal, I , is
called the ideal of relations on the invariants.) To answer the latter question, Hilbert
proved his famous Basis Theorem, undeniably one of the cornerstones of commutative
algebra.
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Because G acts linearly on the variables of S, it is clear that the ring SG is graded
and that the graded piece of degree ; (SG), is a nite-dimensional vector space over
the eld, K . A question of prime concern was to determine the dimension of this space
for all , i.e., to evaluate the function () = dimK ((SG)) for all  (what we today
call the Hilbert function), and to determine its growth. What Hilbert saw was that
this could be done if one could write down a nite-free resolution of SG over the
polynomial ring, K[Y1; : : : ; YN 0 ] (this gives an explicit computation of the dimension,
and also shows that the function is polynomial). He then proceeded to prove the Syzygy
Theorem, clearly a fundamental result in homological algebra.
So, starting with a basic problem in representation theory, Hilbert was led to prove
two of the building blocks of commutative and homological algebra | need more be
said on this score?
2. Some developments on maximal minors
Now, we will take a look at some of the areas of activity which are connected
with the ideas mentioned above. Looking in particular at the action of GL(V ) on
S(F ⊗ V   V ⊗ G), where F;G; and V are nite-rank free modules over K (an
arbitrary commutative ring), GL(V ) is the general linear group of V acting in the
usual way on F ⊗ V   V ⊗ G, and S(X ) denotes the symmetric algebra generated
by X , we are led to ask for a description of the resolution of the ideal of rela-
tions on the invariants of this action. This ideal of relations is of course the ideal,
Ip+1, generated by the minors of order p + 1 of the generic m  n matrix over K ,
where the ranks of V; F; and G are p;m and n; respectively. Now in [15], Eagon and
Hochster showed that the depth of this ideal is less than or equal to (m−p) (n−p),
for p = 0; : : : ;min(m − 1; n − 1). (It was long known that this was true if depth
were replaced by height.) For p = 0, we are looking at the ideal generated by the
indeterminates, or matrix entries, themselves. The Koszul complex is known to be
the minimal resolution of this ideal, and we know the many wonderful properties
of the Koszul complex. Among them: it is a rigid complex; it is depth sensitive to
the ideal it is resolving. Is it possible to describe the resolution of Ip+1 as a uni-
versal complex which is rigid and is depth sensitive to the ideal generated by the
minors of order p + 1 associated to an arbitrary m  n matrix, i.e., to a map ’ :
F ! G? In the early 1960s, Eagon and Northcott [16] found a minimal resolution
of In (we will assume from now on that n  m), i.e., the ideal generated by the
maximal minors of the generic matrix. In fact, this complex is dened universally,
for any map ’ : F ! G, in terms of the divided powers of G (the linear dual
of G), and the exterior powers of F , and is depth sensitive to the ideal of max-
imal minors. To be precise, the term in dimension k of this complex, k  1, is
Dk−1(G) ⊗R n+k−1F . In dimension 0 it is simply nG = R (the ground ring). At
about the same time I had dened a family of complexes [5] associated not only to
’ but to the maps l’ for all l = 1; : : : ; n. The cokernels of l’ all have the same
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support as the ideal, In(’), of maximal minors of the matrix of ’, and all of these
complexes have length m− n+ 1 (as does the Eagon{Northcott complex). This gave,
in addition to a resolution of the generic ideal of maximal minors, a resolution of the
‘generic cokernel’ i.e., a resolution of the cokernel of the generic map. (Note that,
since we are assuming that m  n, this cokernel is a ‘torsion module’ | the term
put in quotes since we are making no assumption about the nature of the ground
ring, other than that it is commutative.) All of these complexes are depth sensitive
to the ideal of maximal minors, and rigid (I have never tested the rigidity of the
Eagon{Northcott complex, but it is most likely rigid too). But they are too fat! That
is, they are far from minimal | more will be said about that later. In any event,
using these complexes, Rim and I [9] dened a notion of multiplicity that only rela-
tively recently has proven to be of some interest in the study of singularities (see [17,
22{25]).
Another theorem related to this material is the Hilbert{Burch Theorem. In the middle
to late 1960s, this theorem had been proven (independently) by a number of persons,
each time for a quite dierent reason. Burch, herself, had proven the theorem in order to
nd a lower bound for the power of the maximal ideal in which an ideal of homological
dimension one, generated by n elements, can lie. I had proven it in order to try to
carry out the Grothendieck lifting process: clearly free modules could be lifted; could
modules of homological dimension one and higher be lifted? Using the information
gleaned from the work on the maximal minors of a matrix (namely, the Hilbert{Burch
Theorem), I could show that an ideal of homological dimension one could be lifted.
This is what sensitized me to the fact that one could get information about modules of
nite homological dimension by transferring information from the ‘tail’ of its resolution
to its ‘head’.
3. Generic free resolutions and hooks
To elucidate the last sentence of the preceding section, let me remind you that the
lifting process of Grothendieck was essentially this: Suppose that the local ring R is
equal to S=(x), where x is a regular element of S, and that M is a nitely generated
R-module. Is it possible to nd an S-module, ~M such that (i) ~M=x ~M ’ M and (ii) x
is regular on ~M? If so, then ~M is called a lifting of M .
Clearly, if M is a free R-module, then it can be lifted. Now suppose that M has a
free resolution
F :    An+1! Fn An!   A2!F1 A1!F0
whose maps are presented as matrices, Ak , with entries in R. We set
~F :    ~An+1! ~Fn
~An!   ~A2! ~F1
~A1! ~F0;
where the ~Fk are the liftings of the Fk and the ~Ak are liftings of the matrices Ak to
S. If the matrices ~Ak can be so chosen that ~Ak ~Ak−1 = 0 for all k, then the short exact
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sequence
0! ~F x! ~F! F! 0
yields immediately that ~F is acyclic and that H0( ~F) is a lifting of M . Thus, it is clear
that any module of homological dimension one may be lifted. What if hdRM = 2? If
we assume that M is cyclic, then we may apply the Hilbert{Burch theorem to see that
in that case, too, M can be lifted. Because, if M =R=I , and hdRM =2, then hdRI =1,
and I is essentially generated by the maximal minors of the map ’2 : F2 ! F1. Thus,
lifting the matrix A2 corresponding to ’2 (and the multiplier if there is one), the matrix
~A1 can be constructed so that the product ~A2 ~A1 = 0.
It was in attempting to generalize this approach to modules of hd  2 that Eisen-
bud and I were led to study nite-free resolutions and prove the structure theorems
that are found in [7]. You may recall that the main thrust of both structure theorems
was to transfer information from the tail end of the resolution to the front end. In
fact, the proofs proceeded by induction on the distance from the tail of the resolution.
Since those proofs depended heavily on two of the complexes of the family described
in the section above, and we knew that the complex ‘resolving’ the ideal of maxi-
mal minors could be slimmed down to the Eagon{Northcott complex, we tried to see
how to slim down all the other complexes in this family [8]. (Rim and I had already
done something of this sort to reconstruct the Eagon{Northcott complex, but our meth-
ods were extremely primitive at the time [10].) When we had done this, and shown
our results to Towber, he pointed out to us that the modules that had come up were
representation modules associated to hooks (in fact, they turned out to be the Weyl
modules associated to hooks). I believe it was this small connection of determinantal
varieties with representations of the general linear group that Eisenbud pointed out to
A. Lascoux in 1976{1977 in Paris, and led to the suggestion that Lascoux might apply
some of the methods of his thesis-in-progress to the study of determinantal ideals. I
am sure that we are all familiar with Lascoux’ use of classical representation-theoretic
techniques to describe the terms of the resolution of Ip+1 when the ground ring con-
tains the rational numbers [26]. This not only created a revolution in the whole sub-
ject but also signaled a full circle return to the ideas of Hilbert discussed in the
introduction.
(Since all these conferences are taking place here in Italy, I should mention that when
I visited A. Andreotti in Pisa in the spring of 1966 and gave a lecture on resolutions
of determinantal ideals, he and I discussed for quite a while afterward how to use
representation-theoretic techniques to describe the terms of the resolutions. Since the
ideal itself was independent of the choice of bases for the modules F and G, all the
modules in the resolution of Ip+1 should have been representations of GL(F)GL(G)
| as, indeed, Lascoux demonstrated so conclusively. But how to do it eluded both
Andreotti and me.)
In all events, there was still one severe limitation on Lascoux’ approach: the ground
ring had to contain the rationals. For those of us interested in arbitrary ground rings,
this was clearly not a limitation we could accept without a challenge; some people
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are not too concerned if we have to exclude rings of positive characteristic from the
picture, but surely we should not have to exclude the integers!
4. Characteristic-free approach
The above state of aairs was responsible for my attempt to develop a characteristic-
free approach to the representation theory of the general linear group that would enable
one to investigate the Lascoux complex in a completely general setting. This was by
no means the rst attempt to do so: in the early 1970s, Carter and Lusztig [13] had
worked in positive characteristic p when the ground ring was a eld, and in the
mid-1970s, Towber [27] had worked over an arbitrary commutative ground ring, but
the category of representation modules he dealt with was not large enough to allow
one to apply the homological methods needed to replace combinatorics of the classical
situation. In particular, one needed kernels and cokernels of certain maps, ltrations in
place of direct sum decompositions, and some basic exact sequences. As a result, Akin
et al. [3] introduced and developed multilinear techniques to dene a large class of
representation modules attached to shape matrices, which included the usual Weyl and
Schur (or induced) modules associated with partitions and skew shapes. This enabled
us, among other things, to reproduce the terms of Lascoux’ resolution, and to see
if the purported boundary maps (which were clear in low dimensions) would give
us a resolution in general. It took very little work to see that they would not; the
homology of the complexes so constructed had non-trivial torsion. However, Akin,
Weyman and I did succeed [4] in describing a universal resolution of the generic
ideal of submaximal minors which, when tensored over the rationals gave the terms of
the Lascoux resolution. But the move from the submaximal to the next case was not
automatic and, after many examples which seemed to indicate the important role played
by Z-forms of rational representations of GL(F), Akin and I decided to undertake a
systematic study of Z-forms. To illustrate the notion of Z-form, consider the exact
sequence of representation modules:
0! Dk+1F ! DkF ⊗ D1F ! K(k;1)F ! 0:
Over the integers, this element of Ext1 does not split (in fact it generates the cyclic
group Ext1GL(F)(K(k;1)F;Dk+1F)). If one maps Dk+1F into itself by multiplying by an
integer, say , then one gets an induced exact sequence whose middle term would
not in general be, as a GL(F) representation module over the integers, isomorphic to
DkF ⊗ D1F . But tensored with the rationals, it would be isomorphic to it. Thus this
module would be called a Z-form of DkF ⊗ D1F .
A more interesting example, and one used heavily in [4], is provided by the follow-
ing: We x a positive integer, l, and consider the complex
0! DlF ! D1F ⊗ l−1F ! D2F ⊗ l−2F !    ;
where the boundary map consists of diagonalizing the exterior power and multiplying it
with the divided power. This is a complex of length l (over the rationals it is isomorphic
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to the usual Koszul complex), which is acyclic for the rst bl=2c dimensions. The cycles
in these dimensions are thus Z-forms of the corresponding hooks.
The rst Z-form described above also arises in the context of resolutions of Weyl
modules. Suppose, for example, we consider the Weyl module, K, corresponding to
the partition  = (k − 1; 2). The Jacobi{Trudi formula says that the Schur function
associated to this is the determinant of the matrix
hk−1 hk
h1 h2

;
where ht is the complete symmetric polynomial of degree t. In this decade of the 20th
century, we replace ht by Dt , the divided power module of which ht is the character,
and say that in the Grothendieck ring, the class of K is given by the determinant of
Dk−1 Dk
D1 D2

;
i.e., by Dk−1⊗D2−Dk ⊗D1. This suggests, as it did to Lascoux, that there should be
an exact sequence
0! Dk ⊗ D1 ! Dk−1 ⊗ D2 ! K ! 0
and this is true in characteristic zero. But it is not true over the integers! In fact, what
one does get in general is the exact sequence
(E) 0! Dk+1 ! Dk ⊗ D1  Dk+1 ! Dk−1 ⊗ D2 ! K ! 0;
where the map of Dk+1 into Dk ⊗ D1 is the customary diagonalization, but where the
map from Dk+1 to Dk+1 is multiplication by 2. Thus, the kernel of the map Dk−1⊗D2 !
K is precisely one of the Z-forms described in the rst example.
We see, then, that the study of Z-forms is tied up with Ext groups and (not sur-
prisingly) with resolutions of Weyl modules. Consequently, Akin and I also started to
construct projective resolutions of Wey modules [1,2].
5. Homological and combinatorial methods
In [1], we showed that for polynomial representations of GLn of xed degree, d, the
modules D1⊗  ⊗Dn with 1 +   +n=d are projective (see also [18]), and hence
direct sums of such modules are also projective. The terms of the resolutions of Weyl
modules that we were looking for were such direct sums (the exact sequence, (E), is
an example) and, in [2], we proved the existence of such resolutions. The major tool in
that proof was the establishment of the exactness of certain short exact sequences [1],
and the use of the mapping cone construction. The method of proof that we used to
prove exactness of these sequences involved spectral sequences and Schur complexes;
more recent proofs have appeared using letter-place methods (see, e.g., [21]).
For Weyl modules having two rows, we were able to give an explicit description of
the resolutions using what we called an ‘arithmetic Koszul complex’. (At that time we
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knew that this arithmetic Koszul complex corresponded to a homogeneous strand of the
Bar Complex associated to the divided power algebra on one generator, but we didn’t
see any way to make use of that observation.) Akin and I made a little further progress
in describing explicitly the resolutions of three-rowed Weyl modules associated to skew
shapes, but the work was getting more and more complicated without any signs of a
simplifying underlying pattern. By the middle of the 80’s, we had both turned our
attention to other problems.
In the early 1990s, Gian{Carlo Rota and I decided to take another look at the
problem of resolving Weyl modules. One of the rst things we did was to convert
to letter-place notation (see [14,19]). It then became clear that the morphisms that
Akin and I had been using were place polarization operators (derivations), and that
the seemingly complicated identities that had come into play in resolving three-rowed
skew shapes were nothing other than Capelli identities in high degree. For example, if
we let @ab denote the place polarization from place b to place a, then the commutator
of @ab and @bc is @ac, i.e.,
@ab@bc − @bc@ab = @ac:
If one then applies this to the divided powers of these operators, one gets
@(l)ab @
(k)
bd =
X
0
@(k−)bc @
(l−)
ab @
()
ac ;
@(k)bc @
(l)
ab =
X
0
(−1)@(1−)ab @(k−)bc @()ac :
Even in the two-row case, it turned out that, by using the letter-place approach and
reformulating the resolution in [2] in terms of the Bar complex, it was possible to write
down a splitting homotopy for the resolutions of two-row skew shapes that enabled us
to describe a basis for their syzygies [11]. And for the three-row case, a generalization
of the Bar complex that we developed in [12], together with the Capelli identities
above, helped to put the fairly ad hoc methods that had discouraged Akin and me into
conceptual form.
As the situation now stands, we can describe explicitly (inductively) the terms of
the resolutions of all shapes in the so-called class of almost skew shapes (see [21] or
[1] for denition of these shapes; see [6] for a description of the terms). In [6], the
description rests heavily on the Bar complex construction, and is obtained by repeated
use of the fundamental exact sequences mentioned above, and mapping cones. It is the
description of the boundary map that still poses a problem; the actions of some of the
‘virtual polarization operators’ introduced in the construction of the resolutions are not,
as they now stand, transitive. Since the Bar complex relies heavily on the transitivity
of algebra actions, a straightforward Bar construction cannot presently work. It is true,
however, that all of our actions are transitive up to homotopy, and this homotopy
is what has to be built into our construction. Whether this will call for yet another
generalization of the Bar construction, or whether we will be able to avoid these
non-transitive actions is yet to be determined.
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